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Background:

Respiratory Drive

Decisions made about timing of discharge can be subjective. Definitions of
significant bradycardia are multiple, and interventions are variable.

AOP is related to developmental immaturity rather than pathology

This necessitates an informed discussion with parents about the natural
course of apnea, bradycardia and reflux.

Decreased CO2 response, paradoxical hypoxia response, reflex
effects
Treatments: CPAP, methylxanthines, vibration

The physiology of gastroesophageal reflux and respiratory control have
intermingled confounding variables.
Critical thinking is required to educate and support families, however a
paucity of research exists. Risks and benefits of pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic interventions should be evaluated.

Triggers for breathing in a preterm infant
–

–
–

Doxipram, inspired CO2 and skin to skin have not proven beneficial
Oxygen does not change apnea but decreases hypoxemia; ideal sats
unclear

Non- pharmacologic:
No evidence for raising head of bed; thickened feeds have risk. Safe Sleep
considerations outweigh benefit of prone positioning.
Pharmacologic:
Acid reducers and motility agents: risk of infection/NEC/Fracture
Treatment successes: drug works or symptoms resolve naturally
Treatment failures: drug doesn’t have intended effect or targets wrong issue
Surgical:
Fundoplication: high rate of failure
Most effective treatment is time and maturation!

Nurses need increased confidence in understanding how to approach the
preterm infant with apnea and/or reflux as well as how to interact with
families to support discharge planning.

Discharge of Preterm infants with apnea

Gastric anatomy and Issues

Have a policy.
Consider lowering HR alarms after 34 weeks.
Trial off caffeine when >5 days off support and no significant A/B
OR 33-34 weeks PMA which ever is sooner.
Isolated bradycardia or bradycardia that resolves when feeding stops
should NOT delay discharge.
Unwitnessed monitor events are clinically unclear; do not predict
outcomes.

TLESR: lower esophageal tone < gastric
pressure
Occur multiple times per hour in preterm
– Most are not associated with GER
Relaxation of LES happens equally with
feeding and without
Less GER during feeding
May be related to forward motility
with swallowing
Number is similar in infants with and
without GERD

Reflux treatments

–
–

Committee on Fetus and Newborn. (2016). Apnea of Prematurity

Summary

Google free images

Fluid is more often acidic in those
with GER
Gastric emptying improves with age and
MBM
–

Education of team
Education of family members
Use monitors as guidance not evidence
Participate in rapid cycle improvements and publish your results!

Gastroesophageal reflux (GER)
Backward flow of fluid from stomach into esophagus
Occurs in healthy babies many times per day
Vomiting may or may not occur and is itself not
pathologic
Fluid refluxed before feeding is more acidic
NGT create opportunity for GER
Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)
Pathologic condition where reverse flow of fluid causes
complications
No definitive test exists to prove or disprove its presence
GERD-defining diagnoses are controversial and lack
evidence

Definitions
Apnea: cessation of breathing for 15-20 seconds
May consider apnea if <15 seconds accompanied by desaturation and
bradycardia
– Central, obstructive and mixed (most common in preterms)
Bradycardia: Heart rate less than 100
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